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ABSTRACT 
Brain computer interface (BCI) is one of the thriving emergent technology which acts as an interface between a 

brain and an external device. BCI for speech communication is acquiring recognition in various fields. Speech is 

one of the most natural ways to express thoughts and feelings by articulate vocal sounds. The purpose of this study 

is to restore communication ability of the people suffering from severe muscular disorders like amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS)[14], stroke which causes paralysis, locked-in syndrome, tetraplegia, Myasthenia gravis. They cannot 

interact with their environment even though their intellectual capabilities are intact. Our work attempts to provide 

summary of the research articles being published in reputed journals which lead to the investigation of published 

BCI articles, BCI prototypes, Bio-Signals for BCI, intent of the articles, target applications, classification 

techniques, algorithms and methodologies, BCI system types. Thus, the result of detailed survey presents an outline 

of available studies, recent results and looks forward to future developments which provides a communication 

pathway for paralyzed patients to convey their needs. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
Brain computer interface (BCI) is the piece of hardware that allows humans to control or communicate with 

technology using the electrical signals generated in the brain. A speech BCI would make it possible to communicate in 

real time through neural correlations of attempted or imagined speech[6] that would potentially restore 

communication and improve the quality of life of enclosed patients and other patients with serious communication 

disorders 

 

1.1 History: 

 

Formerly, research on BCI started at University of California in 1970. The mid 1990’s lead to the discovery of first 

neuroprosthetic devices for humans which can augment nerves that are not working. The year 1998 marked a 

remarkable development in brain mapping field where the first brain computer interface object was implanted into a 

human being[18]. In December 2004, Jonathan Wolpaw and researchers at New York State Department Of Health’s 

Wadsworth Center proposed a research report that signifies the capability of BCI to control the computer. In this 

study, electroencephalography [EEG] signals from motor cortex (region of the cerebral cortex involved in planning 

and controlling movements) of subjects were captured by wearing a cap that contain electrodes. From that signals, 

features were extracted and converted into the outputs that replace, restore, enhance, supplement, or improve human 

functions. The various neural signals recorded noninvasively by BCI researchers during the trials that involve 

electroencephalography [EEG][8], functional magnetic resonance imaging [fMRI], near- infrared 

spectroscopy[NIRS], magnetoencephalography[MEG], or invasively (e.g., electrocorticography). 
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1.2 Types of BCI: 

 

1) Active BCI (BMI): BCI that derives output from brain activity that's controlled directly by the user, 

independently of   external events, to manage the applying. 

2)    Reactive BCI: BCI derives its outputs from brain activity resulting from external stimulation, which is indirectly 

modulated by users to manage the applying[17]. 

3)    Passive or Affective BCI (BMI): It is a BCI that obtains its outcome from spontaneous cognitive function with 

no intention of voluntarism 

 

 

1.3 Applications of BCI:  
 

The scope of BCI is vast. Initially most BCI’s were developed for medicalapplications which ranges from detection 

and prevention to neurorehabilitation that compensates any functional alterations[9]. Later on it started spreading its 

wings on various fields such as education, self-regulation, production, marketing, security as well as games and 

entertainment which focuses on neurorehabilitation after neurological diseases or injuries, Entertainment and 

gaming, lie detection, sleep-stage or mood monitoring, brain fingerprinting, trust assessment, monitoring pilots, air 

traffic controllers[17] and so on as shown in figure . In the last several decades, to provide an alternative 

communication tool for those with severe neuromuscular disorders (e.g., amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, spinal cord 

injury, and brainstem stroke) a great number of BCI systems have been developed. Researches on BCI is still 

continuing to open new doors! 

 

 
 

 

Fig 1 : Applications of BCI 
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2.  BCI FOR VIRTUAL VOICE 

 
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is often used to resolve plenty of the impairments of disabled people[16]

 
.BCI will 

provide access option for in dividuals with serious speech aswell as physic al impairments which helps to avoid the 

use of other interfaces. When used for communicati on, BCI systems can be described a creative a ugmentative 

andalternative communication (AAC) device. BCI can indeed be applied to a wide variety of tasks, not all of which 

are limited to neurofeedback, restoring motor function to paralyzed patients, allowing patients to communicate with 

locked patients and enhancing sensory processing. It works in three mainsteps: At first gathering brain signals, and 

afterwards analysing those signals and as per the obtained EEG [15]
 
signals instructions are delivered to the 

connected machine. 

For example, consider user answering YES or NO questions[2].  At first, he/she will read and analyse the question. 

Later, he/she memorise the answer (Yes or No depending on the question). The brain signals produced while 

memorising the answer are collected and analysed , later as per the obtained EEG signals YES or NO classification is 

done by applying appropriate algorithm. Then the Virtual voice of the output (YES/NO) comes out through 

speaker. 

 

 

2.1  BCI WORKING FLOW: 

BCI provides direct data exchange between brain and computer, there are basically four important steps to be 

followed to control a BCI and later the brain signals are decoded accordingly as shown in below figure. 

 

 
 

Fig 2 : Steps Involved In BCI 

 

Brain Signal: At this step, through the electrodes we receive the raw brain signalsand start decoding process of the 

desired signals. 

a)  Pre-processing: From the signals, Internal and external noise must be eliminated and at this stage it is best to do 

so using a time filter. This move has a big effect on performance improvement. 
b)  Feature extraction and selection: In feature extraction, Some features are extracted after eliminating noises from 

the brain signals. Using the required features, Performance can be dramatically improved. [1]For feature extraction, 

several approaches are proposed which are CSP[12], discrete wavelet transform, power spectrum and AAR. In 

feature selection/ feature reduction, It is always better to use some methods because some features dimensions 

obtained from brain signals are very high which reduces efficiency[5].
 

c)Feature classification and post-processing: In this step, brain signal classification process takes place where the   
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classifier will be trained with some features of brain signals and decide on a new motor imagery[4]. 

d) Virtual voice output: In the last step, the virtual voice of the words (memorised by the patient) will be produced 

from computer through the speakers.[10]
 

Depiction is done through subjects imagining vowels like a,e,i,o,u.[7]
 

 

 

3. BCI FOR VIRTUAL VOICE: 
 

3.1.  BRIEF STUDY ON BCI ARTICLES: 

 

Humans controlling devices through thinking or brain signals may sound like something impossible but Brain 

Computer Interface is proving in the reality. BCI is an emerging technology which is getting immense popularity in 

this current trend.  This trend shows that an increasing number of researchers are becoming engaged in BCI science. 

The number of BCI articles is significantly getting increased (Figure 3) 

 

 

 

Fig 3 : Increase in BCI articles 

 

which shows the increase in the BCI publications from 2000 to 2016. According to the picture below , initially BCI’s 

were in not much demand and people thought controlling devices through brain was just impossible but gradually 

graph shows an increase in the publications of BCI wherein researchers started focusing to make impossible possible. 

Chart 1 depicts pie charts showing the percentages of each brain–computer interface (BCI) paradigm used in EEG-

based BCI articles published between 2007 and 2011.In this figure, “nonmotor mental imagery” means BCI 

paradigms that use non-motor imaging functions,  

E.g.  :  mental navigation, sending SMS just by motor thinking, mental computation, internal singing, virtual voice 

through system, mental painting whereas “ motor imagery” is a mental mechanism by which   a person simulates a 

desired behaviour,“Visual P300” denotes is a general measurement of cognitive efficiency, “SSVEP” and 

“Auditory” denotes the usage of brain signals evoked by visual stimulus and auditory stimulus from brain by BCI 

paradigms. When two systems are integrated sequentially “Hybrid” is obtained. Percentage of motor imagery being 

used was higher in 2007(82%) compared to 2011(44%) but there was a significant increase in hybrid(0%-6%) and 

P300(4% -24%).On an average , usage of motor imagery was 56% , visual P300 was 18%,SSVEP 10% ,and rest sum 

up to 14%.[3]
 

Today, technology is steadily shifting to the consumer market. Growing numbers of startups and big tech companies 

are focusing on reliabl e and cheaper BCIs. 
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Chart 1 : Percentage of BCI paradigm used in articles from 2007 and 2011 

3.2. Bio-Signals for BCI: 

The average human brain comprises about 86 billion nerve cells called neurons. Neurons are the essential units of 

the nervous system Neurons interact by processing sensory feedback from the outer world and sending commands to 

our muscles using electrical signals. These signals are called the Bio-Signals which are used in BCI’s for expected 

output. In order to perform the above operation, signals must be detected and this can be done in following ways. 

Bio signals are of two types brain and non-brain signals. 

Brain Signals: 

1. Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Magnetoencephalography (MEG) :  

An EEG is a test that monitors, identifies and documents brain wave patterns if there are any anomalies and MEG[6] 

provides high temporal andspatialresolutions.  

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

 

     
Fig 4 : Neurosky Mindwave 

 

The technique involves pressing small metal disks with electrodes on the scalp, and is used to track electrical 

impulses from the behavior of the brain cells, and the n appear in the form of a graph. The figure 4 depicts a 

Neurosky Mindwave through which signals are extracted and figure 5 shows a graph which is produced when the 

electrical impulses[11] are tracked as mentioned . 

 

Fig 5 : Electrical Impulses 
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2. Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS): 

In context to BCI ,Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a wearable brain- monitoring technology used 

as functional neuroimaging where cortical hemodynamic responses are tracked, monitored and measured by near-

infrared light placed over a scalp. FNIRS sensor pad which has light detectors and sources are used to acquire 

signals from right, central and left PFC[17]. 

 

3. Functional magnetic resonance imaging(fMRI): 

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) investigates the function of the brain, measures the symptoms, 

effects of paralysis by measuring differences in blood flow. fMRI is used to diagnose cognitive impairment that 

cannot be identified with other imaging methods. 

Non-Brain Signals: 

1. Electromyography (EMG), Electrocardiography (ECG), Electrooculography (EOG): Figure depicts the 

signals being acquired from arm rather then brain which can be used for neural prosthesis.[13] 

Fig 6 : Arm signals 

3.3. TARGET APPLICATIONS: 

Anyone suffering from serious muscular disabilities such as ALS, stroke that causes paralysis, Locked-in 

Syndrome, tetraplegia, myasthenia gravis could be the goal applicant. For those individuals whose brain  only 

operates and other body parts remain shut down, BCI for speech will provide communication ability (life saving 

words). 

 
3.4. MAJOR BCI COMPONENTS: 

1. Signal processing: converting one signal to another. A BCI converts the input signal from the point of view 

of signal processing! (e.g. EEG ) into the control signal. One can conveniently define BCI components as 

filters.Related classe s of filters are spatial filters, temporal filters, spatio-temporal filters, spectral filters, etc. 

2. Feature Extraction: Off-the-shelf machine learning approaches frequently do not perform well when applied 

to raw signal fragments of the calibration recording! Too highdimensional (man why more parameters for fit)! Too 

complex structure to Catch (too much modelling freedom, requires domain-specific assumptions) Typical Solution: 

Implement additional mapping (called "feature extraction") from raw signal segments to feature vectors that extract 

the main features of raw observations. Output is generally of a lower dimensionality! Let's hope that statistically 

"better" is distributed (easier to handle for machine learning). 

3.      Machine Learning: Most methodologies are consistent with a common framework of training and 

predictive function 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

From the literature study, we surveyed imagined speech[1]
 
based BCI papers and articles in order to investigate 

about the Brain Computer Interface that enables paralyzed With a high level impairment ( the amount of function is 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/near-infrared-spectroscopy
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/near-infrared-spectroscopy
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substantial and the number of voluntary muscle control is markedly limited) to get a chance of conveying their 

basic needs as and when required and control devices through brain signals, learn methodologies including target 

applications , classification techniques and algorithms . It provides direct data exchange between brain and 

computer. The development of BCI renders this technology feasible for patients suffering from neurological 

impairments causing to face many challenges in sensorimotor functions and communication with the environment. 

Therefore BCI’s have increased demand for advanced, adaptive and personalized rehabilitation which is discussed 

above in the paper in terms of growth where we could find that BCI gets into mass market with relatively higher 

trend and also the publications on BCI is increasing day-by-day .There are numerous applications of BCI in medical 

and non- medical fields out of which our work attempts to focus mainly on papers which detailed  about providing 

virtual voice through the system which can be applied on the patients  suffering from severe neuromuscular injuries 

or diseases. We also could find that there are some series of steps to be followed to get the desired output and these 

steps include signal processing ,feature extraction, classification, output. All these steps are sequentially followed 

using algorithms accordingly. Of the publications and articles, some studies extend to consideration of other BCI 

stakeholders such as medical science practitioners, caregivers or health care providers. The majority of current 

published worksare basically proof of concept studies.Thus, in the near future, BCI systems can become a new form 

of human-machine interaction with daily usage levels close to other current interfaces. Ultimately, non- muscular 

communication and control is no longer just imagination but the reality . 
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